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1. LANGUAGE CHALLENGES FOR THE 21st CENTURY 

The challenges posed by problems of language in the life-journey of a society and 
of a nation are many and varied; it is fitting to take a larger view and aim for a larger vision 
and see where the language needs of a society are and will be within this larger context. 

In this case, a paper written by Professor Bonifacio P. Sibayan way back in the 
second half of the 60s spoke of the language needs of the Philippines and applied the 
American Structuralist phonological notion of complementary distribution to languages in a 
society. 

When we were studying Phonetics and Phonemics by Pike, we spoke of phonemes 
as separate segmentals of the sound system of a language but with special phonetic 
realizations due to their place in a continuum of sound, and spoke of variants of these 
phonemes as allophones. We posited allophones of the same phoneme as in complementary 
distribution. For example, the phoneme /p/ has three allophones in English: [ph] aspirated 
p in initial position, [p] unmarked p in consonant clusters [sp], released [pL] in final 
position. In the case ofTagalog, an unreleased [p1] occurred in final position. 

Sibayan then spoke of the complementarity of functions or the allogossal 
distribution of English, Pilipino/Filipino, and the local vernacular or home language in the 
life of the Filipino: his home language or vernacular for the everyday transactions at home 
and the immediate community or ethnic group; the national language of Pilipino/Filipino as 
his living symbol of linguistic unity and national identity; English as his language of 
academic work, access to the world of knowledge, and for international relations including 
diplomacy and trade. 

These functions have not changed substantially in the past 35 years, except that the 
domains of Filipino have expanded, and the domains of English contracted, to the point that 
Filipino is now used as the language of the mass media (radio and TV, but not the movies 
and still not yet the press or the written word); the code-switching variety has become an 
informal lingua franca, English only for formal occasions, academic discourse in a formal 
setting (the code-switching prevails even in classrooms), diplomatic relations, international 
study and international scholarships. In the case of migrants, the vernacular is now lost by 
the third generation of settlers. Most Filipinos, especially those close to arteries of 
transportation, are bilingual in the vernacular and in the regional lingua franca, making it 
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now more feasible to use only three lingua francae as the transitional languages of literacy 
in schools instead of the eight major languages, which became nine in the 1980s. 

There are subtle changes which have taken place in the linguistic horizon the past 
35 years, confirming what we already theoretically know about the fluidity of language 
situations and the rapidity of language changes even in the midst of homogenizing mass 
media. What has likewise changed is the geopolitical situation which has created new 
linguistic requirements for communication. While English seemed to be on the wane in 
post-colonial situations, it has taken on new significance and dominance since the United 
States is the only world power left at present and for the immediate future. Even those 
politically alienated from the United States at one time are really learning English (China, 
Japan, much of Europe including France). 

The emergent World English which is already the Language of Wider 
Communication of the world will be a code tied up to world culture more than Anglo-Saxon 
civilization and culture. Since world culture is dominated by science and technology, the 
cultural referents will be to the world of science which has become universal, cross-cultural, 
and not confined to one cultural setting or milieu. In the emerging World English, culture 
will be tied up to language, but it will be world culture and not a specific country culture, 
and will be shared as a common set of values, beliefs, premises, even approved behavior 
among populations with their own specific cultures. 

But the looming presence of world powers such as Japan (economically but perhaps 
soon also militarily), China (militarily and soon economically), new alliances (the AFTA or 
Asian Free Trade Area) and the European Community as well as the break-up of the Soviet 
Union, have made the learning of other emerging world languages such as Chinese, 
Japanese, Bahasa Indonesia, among the older world languages, Spanish, an imperative at 
present. And within the globalizing community of ASEAN as well as the future relations of 
the Philippines, the need for a second foreign language beyond English has come upon us 
and bas made new demands on us in terms of our language learning activities. 

2. SOME PROPOSALS 

The needs themselves show clearly what the challenges will be: 

Filipino has been selected, standardized, propagated, and cultivated in the domain 
of literature, but not in the other fields of knowledge, particularly mathematics, science, and 
the social sciences. We have maintained the basis of Filipino as Tagalog enriched by 
loanwords (and phonological segments) from the other Philippine languages. Our census 
figures indicate that close to 95% of our population is now conversant in Filipino; hence, it 
has been propagated and standardized by a grammar (including a newer structuralist 
version which still needs wider dissemination, a monolingual dictionary, and numerous 
style books and terminological compilations). It is cultivated as the language of the cinema, 
radio, and TV as well as in the domain of literature. There have been many attempts to use 
Filipino as the language of academic discourse in mathematics, science, economics, and the 
social sciences, but thus far these have been based on individual initiatives, not institutional 
systems. It will take us another generation to cultivate Filipino as a language of academic 
discourse. In the meantime, our experience is that this needs planning and support. It will 
not arise spontaneously, at least not in the present social condition of the Philippines. What 
is needed, therefore, is political will and the resources that will go with this political will, 
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itself the prime mover for generating the resources. 

English remains steady in Philippine society and is expanding globally, for it is 
really the Language of Wider Communication of ASEAN and in the rest of Asia, as it is 
already the LWC of Europe and eventually will be even for Latin America as well as Africa. 
What is unique about the Philippine experience of English is that it is undergoing special 
changes (all features, phonological, lexical, and grammatical, perhaps eventually even 
discourse and innovations in literary form) to a point where it has become a legitimate 
variety of English together with other 'post-Imperial Englishes' all over the world. The 
trend will be towards further diversity, but it will be balanced by pressure towards 
homogenization because of international uses and the global mass media. In the meantime, 
while English remains essential in Philippine life, its domains are being restricted to 
academic discourse of a formal kind, international communications and international trade. 
A local variety has emerged; it remains to be seen if the code-mixing/switching variety of 
English and Filipino with its functions of creating familiarity and solidarity with the 
interlocutor will result in a language mixture as a pidgin, and eventually the creolization of 
this pidgin as a first language for some Filipinos. The trends are not clear at present, 
although the code-switching is quite predictable in its occurrences and its functions. 

Interesting from the point of linguistic change is the shifting role of the vernacular 
or home language or language of ethnicity. It is maintained in the home community, 
together with societal bilingualism and even trilingualism, but as soon as members of the 
ethnic community relocate, the children acquire at best a passive competence in the 
vernacular. It is almost always lost during the third generation, for the main supporters of 
the code have been maids and caregivers from the home provinces who are becoming fewer 
and fewer because of better opportunities elsewhere. Moreover, intermarriage almost 
always results in the language of the mother more than the father, if the vernacular is 
maintained at all, as the language of the home. 

More challenging is the acquisition of other foreign languages (beyond English) 
for international use. In the Philippines, it will be Japanese and most likely Chinese 
Putonghua, and in a few cultivated people for diplomatic work, other foreign languages 
especially Spanish and French. I am not sure if Spanish is retrievable as a widely spread 
language in the Philippines, although I foresee that it will be learned by a few future 
diplomats and traders but not by Philippine society as a whole. World politics and 
international economics will dictate the learning of languages more than culture or literary 
considerations. 

What of the study of language as language, which has to do with the future of 
linguistics? 

Linguistics will continue to be a separate discipline in the Philippines very inuch 
interrelated to historical studies (mostly prehistory) and anthropological and archeological 
studies, as well as studies of Philippine society (where language plays such a crucial role, 
especially in ethnicity and the maintenance of identity). It will be needed for historical 
studies, since often cultural artifacts and a living language and tradition are the only 
historical clues we have for earlier periods when no written documents were created by 
man in society. It will continue to be called upon for applications, especially for applied 
linguistics and language learning. However, in language learning, linguistics will at most 
be a foundational support discipline, not the core of attention, for language learning is a 
psychological more than an analytical task. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

In addition to maintaining the Vernacular, expanding Filipino into new academic 
domains, cultivating English for specific purposes, and learning new languages for 
globafuation, the language challenges of the new century call for the cultivation of 
linguistics as an academic discipline. 

This plant which we have collectively nurtured for more than 30 years will 
continue to need love, care, and solicitude if it will grow further and become an 
independent living plant. 

The continuing labors of our linguists will make our collective dream a reality. 
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